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Jesus	Confronts	Entitlement:	Mark	12:38-44	

	
Years	ago,	I	was	hanging	out	with	a	friend	of	mine.	And	as	we’re	talking,	his	brother	

walks	by.	Now,	I’d	never	met	this	guy.	So	my	friend	introduces	us.	He	says,	“hey	Jeff,	this	is	my	
brother	so	and	so.”	And	I	say,	“Hi,	so	and	so,	my	name	is	Jeff.”	And	then,	the	guy	says,	“Hi.	
Um…you	know,	at	my	church,	people	call	me,	“pastor.”	And	if	you’d	refer	to	me	that	way,	I’d	
appreciate	it.”	So	I	said,	“well,	you’re	not	my	pastor.	And	quite	frankly,	I’d	like	to	call	you	
something	else	right	now.”	Ok,	I	didn’t	say	that.	But	I	probably	thought	it;	because	I	was	
appalled.	I	thought,	“Did	he	just	tell	me	to	refer	to	him	by	his	title?	Who	does	that?”	And	then	I	
had	one	of	those,	“Thank	you,	God,	that	I’m	not	like	that	guy”	moments.	You	know	what	I’m	
talking	about,	right?	And	I	resolved	that	when	I	went	into	ministry,	I’d	never	act	like	that	guy.			

So,	several	weeks	ago,	I	was	at	church.	I	was	setting	something	up.	And	I	was	annoyed,	
because	I	had	more	important	things	to	do.	And	I	thought	to	myself,	“you	know,	someone	in	my	
position	shouldn’t	have	to	do	this.”	And	then	I	thought,	“Oh	no!”	Because,	I	was	acting	just	like	
that	guy;	the	guy	I	didn’t	want	to	become;	because	for	an	instant,	I	believed	that	I	deserved	
special	treatment.	In	short,	I	was	acting	entitled.		

We’re	making	our	way	through	the	Gospel	of	Mark,	in	a	series	called	Kingdom	or	
Culture?	Jesus	shows	us	what	life	under	God’s	reign	looks	like.	And	He	continually	contrasts	his	
kingdom	with	the	culture	of	first	century	Israel.	According	to	the	Bible,	we’ll	either	be	shaped	
by	our	culture,	or	by	God’s	kingdom.	So	we’re	looking	at	how	Jesus	confronted	His	own	culture;	
and	how	he	confronts	ours.	And	in	today’s	passage,	Jesus	confronts	the	issue	of	religious	
entitlement.	He	confronts	a	group	of	religious	leaders	who	demand	special	treatment	from	
their	followers.	So	Jesus	addresses	a	specific	form	of	entitlement.	But	I	think	his	teaching	speaks	
to	every	kind	of	entitlement.					

An	“entitlement”	is	any	benefit	you	inherently	deserve.	It’s	what’s	owed	to	you.	If	a	
person	is,	“entitled	to	a	refund,”	she	deserves	it.	In	fact,	she	can	rightfully	demand	it.	It’s	a	
matter	of	justice.	Now,	our	Constitution	enumerates	certain	rights;	certain	freedoms	that	each	
person	inherently	deserves.	And	I’m	glad	the	Constitution	guarantees	those	rights.	They’re	
intended	to	protect	us	from	tyranny,	and	oppression.	But	once	we	concede	that	each	person	
inherently	deserves	something,	it	begs	the	question;	what	exactly	do	we	deserve?	How	much	
are	we	entitled	to?	And	we	live	in	a	culture	that	constantly	tells	us	that	we’re	entitled	to	more.	
Think	about	how	we’re	marketed	to.	How	many	advertisements	begin	with	the	words;	“You	
deserve”?	Here	are	a	few	I’ve	heard	recently:	“You	deserve	your	dream	vacation.”1	“You	
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deserve	a	car.”2	“You	deserve	a	great	body.”3	“You	deserve	to	be	rich.”	4	“You	deserve	to	look	
younger.”5	“You	deserve	a	dream	house.”6	“You	deserve	to	be	loved	unconditionally.”7	So	
apparently,	I’ve	got	some	good	things	coming	my	way.	And	I	must	not	be	deprived	of	them.	
After	all,	I	deserve	them.	It’s	a	matter	of	fairness,	right?	Advertisers	enable	entitlement.		

And	yet,	we	don’t	like	it	when	people	act	entitled.	Most	people	think	that	there’s	
something	wrong	with	this	mindset.	And	psychologists	agree.	They	even	have	a	fancy	name	for	
it;	“Narcissistic	Personality	Disorder.”	According	to	the	American	Psychological	Association,	a	
narcissist	is	someone	with,	“unreasonable	expectations	of	favorable	treatment,	or	automatic	
compliance	with	his	or	her	expectations.”8	In	other	words,	a	narcissist	feels	extremely	entitled.	
And	entitled	people	are	hard	to	deal	with.	We	don’t	like	the	guy	who	demands	that	we	call	him	
“pastor”.	Yet	we	live	in	a	culture	that	fuels	this,	don’t	we?	That	gives	us	all	kinds	of	
unreasonable	expectations.	And	I’m	not	immune	to	these	influences.	That’s	one	reason	I	think	
things	like,	“someone	in	my	position	shouldn’t	have	to	do	this.”		

So	entitlement	is	ugly.	Yet,	it’s	easy	to	fall	prey	to.	And	according	to	Jesus,	it’s	incredibly	
dangerous;	especially	for	people	in	positions	of	power,	or	influence.	So	we	need	to	guard	
against	this	mentality.	And	Jesus	helps	us	do	just	that.	In	today’s	passage,	Jesus	gets	to	the	root	
of	entitlement;	he	shows	us	where	this	mindset	originates.	And	then,	he	shows	us	the	fruit	of	
entitlement.	He	reveals	how	entitlement	damages	those	around	us.	So	we’re	going	to	look	at	
the	root,	and	then	the	fruit.	And	we’ll	end	by	looking	at	how	to	uproot	entitlement;	how	to	be	
freed	from	this	mentality.			

1. The	Roots	of	Entitlement:	So	let’s	look	at	the	roots	of	entitlement.	According	to		
Jesus,	entitlement	starts	in	the	heart.	It	begins	as	a	deep-seated	desire	for	recognition,	and	
status.	And	if	that	desire	goes	unchecked,	it	becomes	a	demand.	Let’s	look	at	the	passage.				

“And	in	His	teaching	He	(that’s	Jesus)	was	saying:	"Beware	of	the	scribes	who	like	to	
walk	around	in	long	robes,	and	like	respectful	greetings	in	the	market	places,	39	and	chief	seats	
in	the	synagogues,	and	places	of	honor	at	banquets,	who	devour	widows'	houses,	and	for	
appearance's	sake	offer	long	prayers;	these	will	receive	greater	condemnation.” (vv.	38-40).		

Jesus	is	in	the	Jerusalem	temple;	the	center	of	Jewish	religious	life.	He	has	been	publicly	
debating	members	of	the	religious	establishment.	And	a	great	crowd	has	assembled	to	watch	
this	showdown.	And	now,	Jesus	shifts	from	talking	to	the	religious	leaders.	And	he	addresses	
the	crowd.	And	he	tells	them	to	beware	of	the	religious	leaders!	And	he	sets	his	sights	on	the	
scribes.			

The	scribes	were	professional	exponents	and	teachers	of	Jewish	law.9	And	they	were	
highly	venerated	in	Jesus’	culture.	The	majority	of	people	thought	of	scribes	as	the	“good	guys.”	
They	were	heroes.	And	that	makes	Jesus’	teaching	all	the	more	jarring.		Jesus	doesn’t	praise	the	
scribes.	Instead,	he	tells	the	crowds	to	avoid	them.	Why	should	they	avoid	them?	Because,	
Jesus	says,	their	looks	are	deceiving.	The	scribes	had	a	pious	façade.	But	it	masked	their	true	
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intentions.	And	Jesus	sees	right	through	them.	Deep	down,	he	says,	these	people	love	the	perks	
of	their	position.10		

They	love	walking	around	in	their	long,	white	robes,	which	mark	them	off	as	religious	
elites.	They	love	respectful	greetings.	When	scribes	walked	down	the	street,	people	were	
required	to	rise	and	acknowledge	them.	Only	tradesmen	were	exempted	from	this	
requirement.	And	people	greeted	the	scribes	with	exalted	titles,	like	“Father,”	and	“Master,”	
and	“Teacher.”	The	also	scribes	love	sitting	in	places	of	social	prominence.	When	Jews	gathered	
in	the	synagogue	for	worship,	the	scribe	sat	front	and	center.	Everyone	could	see	him.	And	at	
feasts,	scribes	often	had	the	best	seat.	If	a	scribe	was	at	a	party,	he	was	usually,	“the	guest	of	
honor,”	and	was	treated	accordingly.		

So	clearly,	the	scribes’	piety	was	socially	advantageous.	But	Jesus	says	it’s	a	complete	
sham.	The	scribes	aren’t	pursuing	God.	They’re	pursuing	status	and	recognition.	And	their	pious	
behavior	is	simply	a	means	to	that	end.	Jesus’	says	the	scribes	offer	long	prayers,	“for	
appearance’s	sake.”	They	pray	for	public	acclaim;	so	they	can	be	seen	as	“prayerful	people.”	So,	
at	root,	the	scribes’	religious	devotion	stems	from	a	desire	for	special	treatment.	And	according	
to	Jesus,	that	desire	for	special	treatment	had	grown	into	a	demand.			

In	verse	40,	he	says	that	the	scribes,	“devour	widow’s	houses.”	The	scribes	couldn’t	
charge	a	fee	for	their	services.	So	often,	they	lived	off	the	charity	of	others.	They	received	funds	
from	students,	as	well	as	the	temple	treasury.	And	people	were	strongly	encouraged	to	show	
them	hospitality;	to	house	them	and	feed	them.	So,	apparently,	here’s	what	was	happening.	
These	scribes	would	go	to	widows’	houses,	and	sponge	off	their	generosity.	These	women	felt	
obligated	to	assist	the	scribes.	And	the	scribes	took	full	advantage	of	this	arrangement.	They	
ate	the	widows’	food.	They	took	their	money.	And	they	left	them	with	nothing.	Why?	Because	
these	men	had	come	to	expect	special	treatment	–	even	from	widows	–	from	the	most	
vulnerable	members	of	society.	As	scribes,	they	were	entitled	to	it.	And	they	masked	this	
exploitation	in	religious	garb.	 

And	that’s	what	Jesus	denounces.	He	says	the	scribes	will	receive	the	greater	
condemnation.	That	word	“greater,”	could	be	translated,	“more	apparent.”	According	to	Jesus,	
it’s	clear	that	God	will	punish	these	scribes.	They	have	wicked	motives.	Yet	they	pretend	to	be	
pious.	And	that	enables	them	to	conceal	their	wickedness;	which	makes	the	wickedness	utterly	
wicked.	The	scribes	think	they’re	entitled	to	special	treatment	from	people.	But	according	to	
Jesus,	they’re	actually	entitled	to	a	special	judgment	from	God.		

And	now	we	can	see	why	Jesus	warns	the	crowds	about	the	scribes.	These	were	Israel’s	
leaders.	They	were	aspirational	figures.	People	wanted	to	be	like	them.	And	that’s	exactly	what	
Jesus	warns	against.	He	says,	“Don’t	follow	these	guys.	Don’t	desire	fame,	or	status.	You’ll	end	
up	demanding	special	treatment.	You’ll	destroy	other	people.	And	ultimately;	you’ll	be	
condemned	by	God;	and	excluded	from	his	kingdom.”	And	Jesus’	warning	would’ve	been	
especially	relevant	to	his	disciples;	because	it’s	clear	that	they	were	hungry	for	status.	At	the	
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end	of	Mark	9,	they	have	an	argument	about	which	of	them	is	the	greatest.	In	Mark	10,	James	
and	John	approach	Jesus.	And	they	ask	Jesus	to	make	them	his	top	two	disciples.	See,	the	
disciples	were	products	of	their	culture.	They	knew	that	religious	devotion	was	a	path	to	
success.	But	Jesus	says,	“Don’t	play	that	game.	Keep	your	eyes	on	me.	And	follow	me.	Not	the	
scribes.”		

So	where	does	entitlement	begin?	What’s	at	the	root	of	this	mindset?	It	begins	with	a	
desire	for	recognition;	for	admiration;	for	status.	And	if	we	let	that	desire	grow,	it	morphs	into	a	
demand.	And	then	we	no	longer	just	desire	recognition;	we	expect	it.	And	this	process	can	
happen	in	many	different	ways,	and	in	many	different	relationships.		

Maybe	I	have	a	vision	of	how	my	spouse	should	treat	me.	I	want	them	to	love	me,	or	
respect	me,	in	a	certain	way.	Now,	that	desire	isn’t	necessarily	bad.	But	if	I	place	my	hopes	in	a	
certain	outcome;	if	lean	into	that;	it	becomes	a	demand.	And	then,	I	get	frustrated,	because	my	
spouse	keeps	falling	short	of	my	expectations.	And	then,	I’ll	become	unyielding,	and	
unreasonable.	And	I’m	guilty	of	this.	Here’s	my	thing:	I	want	Kashelle	to	check	in	with	me	
before	she	makes	decisions.	We	try	to	do	that	with	each	other.	But	that	desire	can	become	a	
demand.	And	then,	I	come	home	and	I’m	like,	“we’re	having	fajitas?	You	didn’t	consult	me	
about	this!”	And	she’s	like,	“sorry	honey;	I	didn’t	think	we	needed	to	have	a	conference	call	to	
figure	this	one	out,”	right?	We	can	make	little	demands	on	our	spouses.			

We	can	do	this	with	our	children.	When	I	come	home	from	work,	I	have	a	hope.	My	
hope	is	that	when	I	walk	through	that	door,	I	will	experience	shalom.	My	kids	will	be	calm.	
They’ll	be	happy.	And,	they’ll	be	industrious.	Perhaps	they’ll	be	painting	me	a	mural,	or	making	
me	a	sandwich,	or	something	like	that.	And	after	a	hard	day	of	work,	it’s	easy	to	think,	“I	
deserve	that.”	So	when	I	walk	in,	and	the	situation	is	a	dumpster	fire,	what	happens?	I	get	
angry.	Why?	Because	that	desire	for	a	peaceful	home	has	morphed	into	a	demand.				

We	can	do	the	same	thing	with	our	jobs.	I	learned	yesterday	that	the	Bay	Area	is	the	
wealthiest	place	in	the	world.	And,	it	might	also	be	the	most	influential.	So	what	does	that	
mean?	It	means	people	here	put	a	high	value	on	their	work.	People	want	jobs	that	are	
profitable,	and	meaningful.	They	want	a	vocation;	a	calling.	So	if	you’re	surrounded	by	people	
who’ve	“found	their	calling,”	and	make	boatloads	of	money	doing	it,	it’s	pretty	easy	to	become	
resentful,	right?	To	think,	“I	deserve	a	better	career.”	I	have	a	friend	who	works	in	the	tech	
industry.	And	his	co-workers	were	constantly	complaining	about	their	company	bus.	It	wasn’t	
nice	enough,	and	the	wi-fi	was	slow.	So	why	were	they	complaining?	Well,	there	was	another	
company	nearby.	And	their	bus	was	much	nicer.	Now,	getting	free	transportation	to	work	
sounds	like	a	perk,	doesn’t	it?	So	why	were	they	complaining?	Because	there	was	something	
better	out	there;	and	they	thought	they	deserved	it.	That’s	entitlement.			

When	desires	go	unchecked,	they	become	demands.	And	we	become	entitled.	And,	by	
the	way,	this	temptation	is	particularly	dangerous	for	people	in	positions	of	influence,	or	
power.	Think	about	the	scribes.	People	reinforced	their	social	status	every	day.	They’d	grown	
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accustomed	to	getting	special	treatment.	And	if	you’re	in	a	position	of	power,	you’ve	probably	
experienced	the	same	thing.	People	praise	you.	People	go	out	of	their	way	to	accommodate	
you.	And	listen;	that’s	not	necessarily	bad.	But	it’s	dangerous;	because	if	you	start	to	believe	
that	you’re	special;	that	you’re	a	snowflake;	you’ll	begin	to	expect	special	treatment.	And	
ultimately,	you’ll	demand	it.			

2. The	Fruit	of	Entitlement:	So	entitlement	begins	as	a	desire;	a	desire	for	recognition		
and	honor.	And	if	left	unchecked,	the	desire	becomes	a	demand.	And	when	we	demand	
recognition,	we	become	blind	to	the	needs	of	others.	And	ultimately,	we	destroy	them.	What	
did	the	scribes	do?	They	devoured	widows’	houses.	They	exploited	the	vulnerable.	So	
ultimately,	entitlement	exploits.	And	Jesus	drives	this	point	home	in	the	second	half	of	the	
passage.	Listen	to	this.	“And	He	[that’s	Jesus]	sat	down	opposite	the	treasury,	and	began	
observing	how	the	multitude	were	putting	money	into	the	treasury;	and	many	rich	people	were	
putting	in	large	sums.	42	And	a	poor	widow	came	and	put	in	two	small	copper	coins,	which	
amount	to	a	cent.	43	And	calling	His	disciples	to	Him,	He	said	to	them,	"Truly	I	say	to	you,	this	
poor	widow	put	in	more	than	all	the	contributors	to	the	treasury;	44	for	they	all	put	in	out	of	
their	surplus,	but	she,	out	of	her	poverty,	put	in	all	she	owned,	all	she	had	to	live	on."	(vv.	41-44)	

Jesus	walks	over	to	the	treasury.	This	is	where	the	Jews	paid	their	temple	tax,	which	
kept	the	temple	system	up	and	running.	There	were	13	chests	in	this	treasury,	each	shaped	like	
a	trumpet.	And	when	people	threw	currency	into	these	trumpets,	it	made	a	loud	clanging	
sound.	When	Jesus	walks	up,	the	treasury	is	filled	with	wealthy	people.	And	they’re	just	making	
it	rain.	They’re	unloading	huge	bags	of	coins	into	these	trumpets.	It’s	loud.	And	it’s	very	
impressive.	But	Jesus	looks	past	the	fanfare.	And	he	notices	the	person	no	one	else	does.	He	
sees	this	impoverished	widow.	She	walks	up	to	the	treasury.	And	she	throws	in	two	small	
copper	coins.	This	was	the	smallest	coin	in	circulation.	Each	one	was	worth	less	than	a	cent.	And	
yet	Jesus	declares,	“this	woman	gave	more	than	everyone.	The	rich	people	gave	from	their	
surplus.	But	she	gave	from	her	substance.	She	gave	everything.	She	gave	her	life.”		

So	what	are	we	to	make	of	this	story?	Well,	at	face	value,	it	seems	to	be	about	
generosity,	doesn’t	it?	The	rich	give	God	their	leftovers.	But	she	gives	God	everything.	Her	gift	
demonstrates	a	rich	faith.	And	thus,	in	God’s	eyes,	it’s	more	valuable	than	all	the	other	gifts.	So	
Jesus	commends	her.	Now,	that’s	a	popular	interpretation	of	this	story.	And,	if	you’re	a	pastor	–	
and	you’re	trying	to	raise	money	–	this	passage	is	like	a	dream	come	true,	right?	I	mean,	this	
woman	gives	all	of	her	money	to	a	religious	institution.	And	Jesus	commends	her	for	it!	And	
clearly,	we	should	go	and	do	likewise.	So	I	want	each	of	you	to	get	out	your	checkbook.	
Calculate	your	net-worth.	Write	a	check	for	that	amount.	Make	it	out	to	Creekside.	And	put	it	in	
the	offering	slot.	And	listen;	if	you	do	that,	Jesus	will	commend	you.	And	do	you	know	how	
much	sweet	stuff	we’ll	be	able	to	buy?	We’re	gonna	have	a	rockwall	in	the	foyer;	and	lasers	in	
here.	I’m	finally	going	to	get	my	outdoor	grill	on	the	roof.	It’s	going	to	be	incredible!				

Is	that	what	this	passage	is	about?	Is	Jesus	simply	espousing	a	principle	about		
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generosity?	I	don’t	think	so.	Now,	I	want	to	be	clear.	I	think	this	woman’s	faith	is	commendable.	
And	she’s	a	refreshing	contrast	to	the	scribes.	The	scribes’	devotion	to	God	is	a	sham.	But	hers	
is	absolutely	genuine.	So	yes,	this	woman’s	faith	is	impressive.	However,	when	we	read	this	
passage,	we	need	to	keep	the	broader	context	in	mind.				

In	this	section	of	Mark,	Jesus	is	railing	against	Israel’s	religious	establishment.	In	Mark	
11,	he	enters	the	temple	courts.	And	he	wrecks	the	place.	He	flips	tables	over.	And	then	he	
goes	straight	Indiana	Jones,	and	starts	driving	people	out	with	a	whip!	And	why	was	Jesus	so	
incensed?	Because	the	religious	leaders	had	turned	worship	into	a	business	enterprise.	The	
Jews	were	required	to	sacrifice	animals.	And	people	sold	animals	in	the	temple	at	a	great	mark-
up.	Furthermore,	the	Jews	couldn’t	buy	these	animals	with	normal	currency.	They	had	to	use	a	
special	temple	currency.	And	thus,	they	had	to	pay	an	exchange	rate.	But	the	rate	was	
exorbitant.	So	the	temple	administrators	were	fleecing	the	people.11		

And	Jesus	denounces	them.	And	then	he	denounces	the	scribes.	In	verse	40,	he	says	
they	devour	the	wealth	of	widows.	And	immediately	after	this,	what	do	we	have?	A	story	about	
a	widow,	whose	wealth	in	nearly	gone.	In	fact,	she	gives	all	of	her	remaining	money	to	this	
corrupt	religious	system.	And	the	scribes	and	the	temple	administrators	are	complicit	in	this	
woman’s	poverty.	They	have	put	a	heavy	burden	on	this	vulnerable	woman.	And	do	you	know	
what	Jesus	says	right	after	this,	in	chapter	13?	That	the	temple	is	going	to	be	destroyed;	that	
“the	status	quo	must	go,”	because	it	is	unacceptable.	So	yes,	this	is	a	story	about	giving.	But	
even	more,	it’s	a	story	about	taking.	The	religious	elites	have	taken	everything	from	this	
woman.	And	Jesus	notices.	That’s	what	catches	his	attention.	Other	people	are	impressed	by	
the	donations	of	the	rich.	But	Jesus	sees	who’s	really	paying	the	price.	It’s	the	widow.		

And	that’s	the	fruit	of	entitlement.	When	we	demand	special	treatment;	when	we	
burden	people	with	all	kinds	of	expectations,	they	suffer.	And	if	we	make	demands	of	
vulnerable	people,	they	really	suffer.	Entitlement	exploits.	And	it	makes	us	blind	to	the	needs	of	
others.		
	 Now,	there	are	egregious	examples	of	this.	I	think	of	dictators,	like	Kim	Jong-Un,	the	
supreme	leader	of	North	Korea.	Now,	as	that	ridiculous	title	implies,	Kim	is	supreme	over	his	
country.	Basically,	he’s	entitled	to	do	whatever	he	wants.	And	he	does	just	that.	He	spends	
upwards	of	600	million	dollars	on	luxury	items	annually.	Meanwhile,	his	country	suffers	from	a	
chronic	food	shortage.	Around	80%	of	his	people	are	malnourished.12	And	thousands	of	people	
have	already	died	of	starvation.	So	his	entitlement	is	deadly.				
	 Now,	that	is	entitlement	on	a	cosmic	scale.	And	it	causes	wide-spread	destruction.	But	
there	are	smaller,	and	more	subtle	ways	that	entitlement	hurts	others.	Our	demands	may	not	
be	financial.	They	may	be	emotional.	We	may	expect	special	treatment	from	a	friend,	or	a	co-
worker,	or	spouse,	or	a	child.	We	may	even	demand	it.	And	then,	we	might	slowly	crush	
someone	under	the	weight	of	our	expectations.	We	can	also	demand	people’s	time;	their	
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energy;	their	attention.	And	in	so	doing,	we	lose	sight	of	them;	of	their	needs.	And	in	the	end,	
we	devour	them.	We	suck	them	dry.				

So	entitlement	blinds	us	to	the	needs	of	others.	But	second,	it	blinds	us	to	our	need	for	
God.	And	here’s	how.	If	I	have	an	inflated	sense	of	entitlement,	I	basically	think	that	life	owes	
me.	Life	is	a	debtor	to	me.	And	it’s	easy	to	project	that	into	the	sky,	and	think	that	God	is	a	
debtor	to	me.	And	that’s	the	essence	of	self-righteousness.	I	don’t	need	God’s	grace	or	mercy.	
But	God	needs	to	do	right	by	me.	Entitlement	says,	“look	God,	I’ve	done	this	for	you.	And	you	
need	to	uphold	your	end	of	the	bargain.	You	need	to	give	me	[x].”	And	that	mindset	will	make	
you	miserable.	And	here’s	why.			

First,	you	won’t	be	able	to	cope	when	things	go	wrong.	If	I	have	an	inflated	sense	of	
entitlement,	I	expect	things	to	go	right.	Period.	After	all,	that’s	what	I	deserve.	So	when	you	live	
righteously,	and	things	go	wrong,	what	do	you	immediately	think?	“I	don’t	deserve	this.”	But	
here’s	the	biblical	reality.	Hard	things	happen	to	godly	people.	And	I	know	that,	because	there’s	
this	guy	in	the	Bible	named	Jesus.	And	he’s	a	pretty	prominent	character.	And	listen,	he	was	
perfect.	Yet	he	suffered	more	than	anyone	in	history.	So	hard	things	happen.	And	often,	they’re	
not	your	fault.	We	live	in	a	broken	world.	And	sometimes,	that	world	breaks	us.	But	God,	in	his	
kindness,	wants	to	redeem	our	hardship.	He	wants	to	train	us,	strengthen	us	through	suffering.	
He	works	everything	together	for	our	good;	to	make	us	like	Jesus.	But	if	I’m	entitled,	I	can’t	
cope	with	hardship;	I	can’t	see	any	bigger	picture;	because	I’m	only	looking	at	the	world	
through	one	lens;	“this	isn’t	fair.”	And	I’m	resentful.	And	I’m	stuck.	And	I’m	blind	to	what	God	
may	be	doing.					

A	few	weeks	ago,	I	had	a	crazy	experience.	I	lost	my	wallet.	We	looked	for	it	
everywhere.	But	we	couldn’t	find	it,	so	I	concluded	that	it	was	stolen.	I	called	my	bank,	and	put	
a	hold	on	my	cards.	4	hours	go	by.	Kashelle	and	I	are	talking	about	the	wallet.	And	Jake,	our	4	
year	old,	overhears	us.	And	he	says,	“actually	Dad,	I	know	where	your	wallet	is.”	And	I	say,	
“what?”	And	he	says,	“yeah…I	put	it	under	the	couch.”	And	all	at	once,	I	was	overcome	with	joy,	
and	wrath.	It	was	the	weirdest	emotion	ever.	I	felt	this	elated	rage	towards	my	son.	So	I	look	
under	the	couch.	And	sure	enough,	it’s	right	there.	Then,	I	call	the	bank.	I	reactivate	all	my	
cards.	And	that’s	where	the	story	gets	weird.	Right	after	that,	I	get	a	phone	call.	And	a	guy	says,	
“Hi,	I’m	with	the	fraud	department.	And	we	need	some	additional	information	to	reactivate	your	
cards.”	But,	here’s	the	thing.	This	guy	wasn’t	from	my	bank.	He	was	an	identity	thief.	Somehow,	
he	had	inside	knowledge	of	my	situation.	So	he	asked	me	for	the	additional	information.	I	gave	
it	to	him.	And	he	ended	up	using	that	to	access	all	of	our	accounts.	So	I	wake	up	the	next	
morning.	I’ve	received	multiple	fraud	alerts.	The	guy	took	a	lot	of	money	from	our	account.	And	
it’s	a	total	mess.	And	what	do	I	think?	“I	don’t	deserve	this.”	Because	here’s	the	thing;	this	event	
was	the	icing	on	a	crazy	cake.	That	week	was	crazy.	My	grandmother	was	actively	dying.	My	
father-in-law	was	about	to	have	major	back	surgery.	Kashelle	was	about	to	leave,	and	take	care	
of	him.	I’m	preparing	to	watch	the	kids	for	5	days…alone.	There	was	other	drama	going	on.	And	
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I	was	tempted	to	think,	“I	don’t	deserve	this.”	But	God	was	faithful.	The	bank	helped	us	out.	
Everything	got	fixed.	And	later	I	thought,	“ok,	what’s	the	takeaway	here?”	And	I	started	to	think	
about	how	I	reacted.	And	the	truth	is,	I	panicked.	And	I	thought,	“why	did	losing	money	cause	
me	to	panic?”	And	here’s	what	I	realized.	I’d	spent	that	whole	week	thinking	about	money.	
We’d	just	made	an	investment.	I	was	excited	about	it.	But	I	started	obsessing.	I	thought,	“you	
know,	we	could	make	another	investment.	We	could	generate	lots	of	passive	income.	We	could	
get	wealthy.”	I’d	started	to	obsess	over	money.	And	that	identity	theft	was	a	healthy	wake-up	
call.	It’s	like	God	was	saying,	“Jeff,	where	is	your	refuge?	Is	it	in	your	bank	account?	That	could	
be	gone	tomorrow.	Is	your	treasure	in	heaven,	or	isn’t	it?”	The	true	God	was	freeing	me	from	a	
false	god.	Now,	did	I	deserve	to	get	my	identity	stolen?	I	have	no	reason	to	think	so.	But	
ultimately,	that’s	beside	the	point.	The	point	is;	God	was	working.	And	if	my	only	thought	was,	
“well	this	isn’t	fair,”	then	I	wouldn’t	have	gone	to	God	for	help.	Look,	life	can	be	brutal.	I	don’t	
want	to	minimize	what	you’re	going	through.	I	don’t	have	answers.	I	just	know	that	I’d	rather	
walk	through	pain	with	God,	than	without	him;	because	ultimately	I	need	him;	he’s	the	only	
one	who	can	redeem	the	mess.	But	if	I	view	life	through	the	entitlement	lens,	I	won’t	go	to	him;	
because	I	don’t	need	his	help	or	guidance.	He	just	needs	to	come	through	for	me;	to	live	up	to	
his	end	of	the	bargain.	And	then,	I’m	angry;	I’m	resentful;	I’m	trapped.		

Entitlement	keeps	us	from	coping	when	things	go	wrong.	And,	it	keeps	us	from	rejoicing	
when	things	go	right.	If	you	have	an	entitlement	mindset,	you	expect	things	to	go	well.	Period.	
So	when	they	do,	you	think,	“good.	That’s	how	it	should	be.”	But	that	means	you	can’t	actually	
enjoy	life.	Good	things	aren’t	blessings.	They’re	just	repayments	from	God	to	you.	And	so	
there’s	no	wonder;	no	gratitude;	no	deep,	or	abiding	joy.				

3. Uprooting	Entitlement:	Entitlement	blinds	us	to	people.	And	ultimately,	it	blinds	us		
to	God.	It	makes	him	our	debtor.	And	the	only	thing	that	can	uproot	entitlement	is	the	gospel.	
See,	an	entitlement	mindset	says	that	God	is	my	debtor.	He	needs	to	provide	the	good	things	I	
deserve.	Furthermore,	God	is	a	responder.	I	initiate.	I	come	with	my	list	of	expectations;	my	list	
of	righteous	deeds;	and	then	God	has	to	meet	my	terms.	But	a	gospel	mindset	is	diametrically	
opposed	to	this.	God	isn’t	a	debtor	to	me.	I’m	a	debtor	to	God.	Paul	says,	“who	has	given	gifts	
to	God	that	he	may	be	repaid?”	(Romans	11:35).	God	has	no	debt-collectors.	But	we	owe	him	
everything;	because	I	didn’t	make	me.	He	did.	I	don’t	sustain	me.	He	does.	So	I	owe	God	
everything;	because	everything	is	from	him.	So	God	is	the	only	truly	entitled	one;	and	he’s	
entitled	to	everything.	And	if	there’s	one	sure	thing	I’m	entitled	to,	it’s	judgment.	That’s	what	I	
inherently	deserve.	But	God	collects	my	debt.	Jesus,	the	truly	entitled	one;	the	one	who	
rightfully	has	first	place	in	everything;	makes	himself	last.	He	doesn’t	wait	for	me	to	honor	him.	
Instead,	he	steps	out	of	heaven.	He	lays	down	his	rights.	He	lives	for	me,	so	that	I	can	be	
credited	with	his	righteousness.	He	dies	to	pay	my	debt;	the	debt	of	sin.	And	then	he	rises;	and	
he	gives	me	everything.	And	in	him,	I’m	entitled	to	everything.	I	will	inherit	the	earth.	And	Jesus	
didn’t	do	that	in	response	to	me.	The	one	who	is	first	went	first.	He	loved	me	first.	Entitlement	
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says	“God	is	my	debtor	and	he	must	respond	to	me.”	The	gospel	says,	“I’m	God	debtor,	but	God	
has	initiated	towards	me.”	He	can	rightfully	make	every	claim	on	me.	And	yet	he	claims	me	for	
himself;	he	gives	everything	for	me.	So	in	Christ,	I’m	treated	better	than	I	ever	deserved.	And	
then,	life	is	wondrous;	because	mercy	is	everywhere.	The	God	who	owes	me	nothing	gives	me	
everything.	And	he	does	this	for	me	before	I	give	him	anything.	What	a	privilege.	And	who	am	I	
to	think	I	deserve	anything	more?	Let’s	pray.						
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